We have quantified the performance of the 3D acoustic cloak by inspecting the total pressure field with oblique acoustic wave incidence via numerical simulations. The numerical results are plotted in Figs. R1 and R2 in which two particular cases are considered with incident angle chosen as / 9  and 2 / 9  respectively. Since the scattering object is placed inside the bowl-like space with sound hard boundary, the scattered wave by the object will be weakened as the incident angle increase, which makes it more difficult to directly compare the pressure fields for cases with and without the cloak. For evaluating the performance of the cloak more clearly when the incident angle becomes larger, we introduce the parameter of field disparity (FD) defined as 0
scattering object is placed inside the bowl-like space with sound hard boundary, the scattered wave by the object will be weakened as the incident angle increase, which makes it more difficult to directly compare the pressure fields for cases with and without the cloak. For evaluating the performance of the cloak more clearly when the incident angle becomes larger, we introduce the parameter of field disparity (FD) defined as 0 FD ( , ) ( , ) p x z p x z   with 0 ( , ) p x z and ( , ) p x z being the pressure amplitudes at ( , 0, ) x z in the target space and in the mapped area for cloaked or uncloaked systems respectively. FD gives a quantitative estimation on the difference between the two mapped amplitude fields. Vanishing of FD means the scattered field generated by the designed device mimics perfectly that of the target system. From the numerical results of FDs illustrated in Fig. R2 , it can be observed that results of the FDs are negligible when covered with the designed cloak, indicating that the cloak also works for oblique incident waves and give rise to the desired acoustic illusion that the sound hard bowl with the inserted object acoustically "becomes" a bare bowl.
We have also compared the performances of the ideal cloak and the reduced one with scaled parameters. As demonstrated by the numerical results, both the ideal and reduced cloaks are quite effective when illuminated by obliquely-incident acoustic waves, except for slight scattering from the reduced cloak due to the impedance mismatch caused by scaling the parameters. Although the DIFF for reduced cloak does not reach zero as in ideal case due to slight impedance mismatch, the cloak still significantly suppress DIFF, esp., the three main lobes around the backscattering direction. 
Broadband performance of the device
Experiments are carried out in order to address the issue of broadband functionality.
We define a parameter as 
